Shepard’s® on Lexis Advance®

Shepard’s® is the only citator in the legal world where you receive comprehensive editorial analysis conducted by experienced attorneys.

Same Shepard's Citations Service
You can still be confident you are relying on accurate authoritative law to support your case. You’ll find familiar Shepard’s features and options available through the new Lexis Advance® interface. And you’ll also find that browsing and navigation are even faster than before.

Preview Feature … Faster Access
Spot issues right away as you view the Shepard’s preview on your full-text case. Then click into a Shepard’s report, and flexible features will help you uncover the true legal value of your authority:

• Sort citing decisions by analysis, headnote, depth of discussion, and more
• Quickly isolate negative or positive treatment—or splits of authority
• Explore the Appellate History Map to quickly visualize the relationships between your case and the others in the history chain

Ask your LexisNexis® representative for a complete review of Lexis Advance enhancements.

Learn more: www.lexisnexis.com/advance
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